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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper describes wave modulation on a nearly linear vortex filament which evolves 
through interactions with itself and with a fluid surface. We show that some of the features of the 
motion of a single vortex filament in an infinite fluid are preserved. As well, the presence of the 
fluid surface can cause instabilities, and changes the character of the dispersion in the modulation 
equations for certain wave numbers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a contribution to the study of the evolution of vortex structures in a fluid which has 
free surfaces and/or other fluid boundaries. We address a regime in which the vortex structure is 
modelled by a vortex filament, moving in an otherwise irrotational flow. It is a well-known result 
of Hasimoto [1] that a single filament in an infinite fluid will admit solitons and other coherent 
structures associated with the cubic nonlinear Schr5dinger equation. In this letter we show that, 
in a modulational regime, a vortex filament and its interaction with a boundary are also modeled 
by the cubic nonlinear SchrSdinger equation. Thus, certain coherent vortex structures of the free 
system also exist in this situation, at least within the constraints of the parameter regime. 
The description of the evolution of a filament hat we use is based on the localised induction 
approximation for the self-interaction forces of the filament [2,3], with the addition of advection 
due to motions of the ambient fluid [4]. These ambient motions may, for example, be caused 
by the presence of other vortex structures at some distance from the one in question, or by the 
presence of fluid boundaries. Let r(s,  t) = (X, ]I, z )T (s ,  t) be the dimensionless representation f 
a space curve representing a line of vorticity of constant cross-sectional circulation, and ¢ be the 
dimensionless velocity potential function describing the ambient flow. Then 
ar  ar  -3 Or 02r 
0-7 = 0s ~ A ~ + re ( r ) ,  (1) 
A¢ = 0. (2) 
The situation that we study is of a fluid occupying a half-space z < 0, in which there is a single 
vortex filament. Boundary conditions for the fluid are to be satisfied on the surface z -- 0; thus, 
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in general, ¢ is nonzero. The most interesting boundary conditions are free surface conditions, 
which can be imposed in a time-dependent manner using the method of images and Duhamel's 
principle. These simplify to Dirichlet conditions when the vortex is relatively close to the surface 
(Froude number F is small), and the method of images simplify considerably. For a vortex 
filament that is close to linear and parallel to the surface, an expression for ¢ has been found 
in [5], leading to the following model for (1): 
OX 
- -  -~- 0 ,  
cgt 
OY 02 Z 
St  - Oz  2 
OZ 02Y 
Ot Ox 2 
1 
+ Z '  (3) 
This equation is derived in [5] in which the motion of fluid vortices and superconducting vortices 
near boundaries are considered. 
The purpose of this letter is to discuss the modulational analysis of these equations. There 
are several differences with the case of a free vortex filament with no boundary present. We find 
that the interval 0 < k < 1 of small wave numbers is linearly unstable; however, the remaining 
wave numbers are neutrally stable and are modulated via the nonlinear Schr5dinger equation. 
Physically, the unstable region can be said to be due to the increased differential velocity of 
the fluid above and below the vortex filament, which augments the growth in amplitude of 
perturbations of the filament from linear. This behaviour is the famous Crow instability [6]. 
High wavenumber perturbations 1 <: k < c~ are stabilized, and resemble the case with no surface 
present; however, the interval 1 < k < (3/2) 1/2 will not support a localized coherent nonlinear 
structure. The remaining band (3/2) 1/2 < k < cc admits soliton wave packets. 
2. MODULAT IONAL REGIME 
An exact solution to (3) is that of a straight vortex filament, parallel to the surface z = 0, at 
depth z - -1 ,  in uniform motion; 
ro(s,t)= - t  . (4) 
-1  
Perturbations to this structure will be assumed to take the form 
with 
r ( s , t )  = ro +er l  +s2r2  +. . - ,  (5) 
(x j) 
r j  = vj . (6) 
z j  
For j > 0, r j  --~ 0 as Is[ --~ oz for all time. We examine the modulational regime by introducing 
several slower spatial and temporal scales [7]; S = cs, T = st and T = ~2t, with 
r j  = r j (s , t ;  S,T,~-). (7) 
The order ~ perturbation to the solution (4) satisfies the equation 
/ °° °/( ) 
O--t Y1 = 0 0 - Os--- ~ - 1 Y1 
02 Z1 
Z1 0 Os 2 0 
(s) 
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describing the equation (3) linearized about solution (4). This gives the dispersion relation 
aJ2(k) --= k 2 (k 2 - 1). (9) 
There is a band of small wavenumbers, 0 < k < 1 which are unstable (this is the Crow instability 
band), while all larger k are neutrally stable. The maximally unstable mode is k = 2 -1/2. With 
phase function ~0 --- ks - w(k)t, solutions of (8) with carrier wavenumber k (where k > 1) are 
( xl(S,T,r) ) 
r l=  y l (S ,T ,v)e  i~ + (c.c.) + AI(S,T,~-) , (10) 
z l (S ,T , r )e  i~ + (c.c.) 
where (c.c.) denotes the complex conjugate of the previous term. Furthermore, the relation 
zl = (k2/iw)yl is satisfied. 
For higher order analysis, with a fixed carrier wave number k (with 1 < k), we make the 
statement that 
J 
e=-j 
J 
r j  = ~-'~ ~e)eie~ (11) 
t=-j  
J 
zi~) e ~e~ 
e=-j 
In general, this leads to a sequence of equations 
= o o -os--- ~-1 ~ + e~ (12) 
02 Z3 Q~ 
zj o Os 2 o 
with inhomogeneous terms in the form Pj = ~=_ j  P(e)(S, T, r)e ie~, etc. Compatibility condi- 
tions necessary to avoid secular growth are that 
RJ °) =o, (13) 
Q~0) =0,  (14) 
iw Q(1) 
p(1)+k_2 J =0.  (15) 
For j = 2, 3 these are the only conditions, as seen in the following result. 
THEOREM 1. The dispersion relation (9) has no three-mode resonances. That is, there are no 
wave numbers kl, k2, k3, none o/' which being zero, such that 
where 1 _< kl, k2. 
~(nk) ¢ n~(k). 
kl + k2 = k3, (16) 
03 (k l )  -{- 03 (k2) = w (k3), (17) 
In particular, 2w(k) # w(2k) unless k = 0. Furthermore, /'or any integer n, 
The absence of three-mode interactions of the form 2w(k) = w(2k) implies in particular that 
no complex exponential e ~t~ is an exact solution of the linear equation (8); thus, there are no 
further compatibility conditions other than (13), (14) and (15). General three-mode interactions 
are relevant o perturbation theory with multiple scales, with more interacting spatial modes. 
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PROOF. Relationship (9) is equivalent to the equation 
4(kl  2 -  1)(k 2 -  1) = (6k,k2 +4k l  2+4k 2 -2 )2 .  (18) 
We may assume that 0 <_ kl, k2 <_ k3 = kl + k2; thus, 
k~ - klk,  k~ - 3k32 = 0. (19) 
This implies that either k3 = 0, or else 
3 (20) 
which is incompatible with the physical requirement that kl, k2 ~ 1. Furthermore, for any integer 
n ¢ =kl, 
(n~(k)) ~ - w2(~k) = (~k) ~ ((n~ - 1) k') # 0. (21) I 
Extending the perturbation calculation to order ~2, we conclude from (13) and (14) that 
0xl 
aT  = 0, (22) 
OA~ 
= o. (23) 
OS 
From (15) we obtain that 
Oyl Ow Oyl 
aT + Ok OS - O, (24) 
(where we use the fact that ow -~ = (w/k) + (k3/w)). The result is that the envelope functions 
(Yl, zl) in the time-scaled variable T are seen to propagate with group velocity g-~k" That is, by 
introducing E = S - ~ T ok , we have 
yl = y l (~,T ) ,  z~ = z l (Z ,T ) .  (25) 
The perturbation calculation to order ~3 gives a description of the evolution of wave packets 
during time intervals with duration of order e2. The compatibility condition (15) when j = 3 is 
equivalent to the cubic nonlinear Schrhdinger equation 
Oyl 1 02w 02yl 
i'-~-T + 2 Ok 20E  ~ +a(k)[Yl[2Yl = 0, (26) 
where the nonlinear coupling constant is given by 
2 
a(k) -- 7 + 3k--- ~. (27) 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) For 1 < k, a(k) is positive. In particular, it is nonvanishing. 
(ii) For 1 < k, 
02w 3 
Ok----- ~ < 0, for 1 < k 2 < ~ = kc, (28) 
02w 3 k2 (29) 
Ok--- $ > 0, for ~ < < co, 
and ~(kc)  = 0. 
PROOF. This is the result of straightforward calculation. | 
In the next section, we will deduce the behavior of the envelope functions from this description 
of the coefficients. 
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3. D ISCUSSION 
Solutions of system (3) describe the evolution of structures perturbing a linear vortex filament 
parallel to a fluid surface. In a modulational regime these form oscillatory wave packets moving at 
the group velocity of the carrier frequency. Envelopes of the packets satisfy (26), with nonlinear 
coupling terms given in (27). There are ranges of wave numbers for which this description predicts 
the existence of solitons, and other persistent vortex structures. 
There are three relevant regions of wavenumber. 
(i) There is a band of instability for 0 < k < 1 for which the linear modes are growing. 
(ii) For 1 < k 2 < 3/2 the dispersion coefficient °2~ of (26) is negative, while a(k) is positive: 
wave packets governed by (26) disperse and spread, and no structures of permanent form 
will exist. 
(iii) Finally, 3/2 < k 2 < c~, both °2~ and a(k) are positive, corresponding to a regime for (26) 
admitt ing solitons and other persistent structures. 
The model equations (3) are approximate descriptions, and their derivation involves the trun- 
cation of terms containing higher powers of a small parameter. A more realistic starting point 
might be (00 0 
O._f_r = 0 0 -Os--- 5 - 1 Y + ~ 1 + O log5-1) -1 , (30) 
Ot 02 Z 0 
0 Os 2 0 
where 5 represents the nondimensional core-radius of the filament [5]. In the modulational analy- 
sis we have retained terms up to order ~3 whilst neglecting terms of order ( logS- l )  -1. Hence, 
the analysis is valid providing ( log5-1) - i  << z3. This is, however, an unduly pessimistic re- 
striction, since the terms neglected in (30) certainly vanish when s = 0 (since r0 is an exact 
solution to the full equations) and hence are at most of order ~(log 5 - i ) - i  giving the restriction 
( logS- l ) -1  << ~2. 
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